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Exari Match for Insurance
Compare documents in seconds rather than hours

When it comes time to renew a policy, most underwriters put the expiring policy and the new policy side-by-side and
begin the process of manually checking for changes and compliance. This process can take upwards of an hour for
a standard insurance contract and even longer for more complex documents. With Exari Match, this process can be
done with more accuracy and in a fraction of the time.
Exari Match compares two documents side-by-side, with each and every difference clearly identified in red for easily
identification. This eliminates a lot of the “noise” that is generated by traditional redline comparisons and enables you
to focus on the detailed differences in wording. What’s more, Match’s functionality works seamlessly regardless of
the formatting, paragraph order, file type, or length of the documents. Even better, these comparisons are done in
seconds, instead of hours.
This functionality is perfectly aligned to solve challenges faced by insurance professionals, especially when it comes
time for renewals. Insurance documents are often saved as different formats, and year-on-year the words, phrases
and paragraphs can appear in different positions and may also be structured differently. Match can help underwriters
to quickly compare last year’s policy terms with this year’s renewal side-by-side, on single screen, even if last year’s
document is a scanned PDF and this year’s is a Word document.
Exari Match removes the need for manual checking, greatly expediting this vital but time-consuming task, and leaving
more time for you to get on with more important, revenue-generating business.
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Key Features
•

Colour-coded Document Comparison – Documents are displayed side‐by‐side on one screen with matching
text is coloured blue and differences are shown in red.

•

Side Bars show a high-level overview of the comparison across both documents with the ability to change the
viewing.

•

Options to Hide exact matches or hide all matches.

•

Original Document View – Users are always viewing the original document image including any manual
annotations or “scratches.”

•

Sidebar Indicator – Red hash marks provide an overview of all changes and where they fall in the document. This
also provides the ability to quickly jump to the specific differences between documents.

•

Synchronized Scrolling – Enables users to scroll through two documents and maintain synchronized positioning
at the same time.

ABOUT EXARI
Exari delivers the most complete Enterprise Contract Lifecycle Management platform, used every day by market-leading
companies to understand all aspects of their contract ecosystem worldwide. With Exari, customers can reduce contract risk and
improve operating efficiency with 100% Contract Certainty™.

